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Objective

Seeks to work in a challenging environment demanding all skills and efforts to contribute to the 
development of the organization and self with impressive performance.

Skills

Fast Learner, Cutting, MS Office.

Work Experience

Rigger Helper
ABC Corporation  November 2012 – March 2015 
 Lifting moving extremely large objects, pulling securing heavy equipment.
 Rigging, hooking unhooking hooks from large cargo and forklift.
 Great learning experience on ships and different cargo.
 Taking instructions from multiple foremen while maintaining a safe workplace.
 Drive class A &amp; B trucks to &amp; from location worked with various amounts of pressure

10 &amp; 15 k equipment grease injectors iron rebuild BOPs man lifts.
 Maintenance of machinery, painting work, scrapping compressors, and operated forklift.
 Also did a lot of rigging work, moving equipment in the yard, and other duties as assigned.

Rigger Helper
Delta Corporation  2008 – 2012 
 Lifting moving extremely large objects, pulling securing heavy equipment.
 Rigging,hooking unhooking hooks from large cargo and forklift.
 Great learning experience on ships and different cargo.
 Forklift operator Taking instructions from multiple foreman while maintaining a safe 

workplace.
 Drive class A &amp; B trucks to &amp; from location worked with various amounts of pressure

10 &amp; 15 k equipment grease injectors iron rebuild BOPs man lifts .
 Drive class A &amp; B trucks to &amp; from location worked with various amounts of pressure

10 &amp; 15 k equipment grease injectors iron rebuild BOPs man lifts .
 Maintenance of machinery, painting work, scrapping compressors and operated forklift.

Education

High School Diploma - (Western Branch High School)
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